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San Francisco is not only home to some of the country's finest restaurants, we're also home to shockingly inexpensive
yet tasty fare as well. We'll take San Tung's line and attitude any day of the week over the pretentious Mission queues,
thank you. Thanks for checking out our new design, please let us know if you have feedback. The dough is thin, the
slices are generous, and the cheese is properly molten and greasy when they pull it out of the oven, and many a Yelp
review will confirm that this joint is an oasis for all East Coast transplants who thought they couldn't find such pizza
anywhere here. But above it all, the place runs on great cheap food -- ranging form classic American fare to Chinese
favorites -- and friendly service. Since then, the little Third Street diner has skyrocketed to Food Network fame and long
lines as well as scoring a second location in North Beach. Also, they serve some of the best spiced vegetarian stuff you'll
find anywhere. Those pair nicely with a donut after a beer bust. And it has its fair share of detractors. Here the best spots
in the city to grab a good bite on the cheap. But beware that the place keeps odd hours, and won't always be open when
they're supposed to be. The dry fried chicken wings. In this truly divey, fluorescent-lit, bordering-on-unpleasant setting
you can eat some of the best tasting North Indian and Pakistani dishes in town. Oh, and they make burritos too. Those
Monterey Jack rolls?I live in SoMa, San Francisco and these are my favorite neighborhood spots. Neighborhood
restaurants IMO should serve up heartfelt dishes without breaking the bank. In SoMa that can be hard to find, but these
restaurants manage to pull it off. Find and share the best restaurants and bars in San Francisco, CA. Reviews on Cheap
eats near soma in San Francisco, CA - HRD, Garaje, El Farolito, The Bird, Gracias Madre, Tommy's Joynt, The Flying
Falafel, La Taqueria, SoMa StrEat Food Park, SOMA Eats. Reviews on Cheap eats near soma in SoMa, San Francisco,
CA - The Bird, HRD, Garaje, The Flying Falafel, Freshroll Vietnamese Rolls & Bowls, SOMA Eats, Deli Board, Roli
Roti Gourmet Rotisserie, The Sentinel, SoMa StrEat Food Park. Feb 26, - SF Weekly: SF Weekly's Best of Winner Reader's Poll - BEST CHEAP EATS. t5vt: Best burrito spot downtown!! Cheap!! Ayola is one of The 15 Best
Inexpensive Places in SoMa, San Francisco. 7. Ayola. New Montgomery St (btwn Mission & Minna St), San Francisco,
CA. Greek Restaurant. Cheap Restaurants in SOMA. Menus, Reviews, Photos for Cheap Restaurants in SOMA - SOMA
Restaurants. SoMa Restaurants - San Francisco, CA: See TripAdvisor traveler reviews of restaurants in San Francisco
SoMa and search by cuisine, price, and more. Best Delivery Restaurants in SoMa (San Francisco): See TripAdvisor
traveler reviews of Delivery Restaurants in SoMa San Francisco. Mar 14, - For a special bonus round of cheap eats,
there are always food trucks to explore. Off the Grid has different groups of trucks together almost every day of the
week, in different neighborhoods. Find the one that works best and get munching, but be sure to bring layers in case the
famous fog rolls in. The SoMa. reviews of SOMA Eats "Should have updated my review eons ago, but this place for
lunch, particularly salads, in my opinion, beats out all the other salad joints But helping us ease the financial pain is the
magnificent selection of delicious, affordable eats ahead, all of which are or less (and can be found everywhere. Mar 16,
- And, fear not: The options aren't limited to food trucks and street vendors, though some of those make appearance.
Many of the city's best cheap eats are simply neighborhood spots, serving up their own versions of affordable fare. Here
are 18 of the Bay's best cheap eats spots that'll make your wallet (and.
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